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Reflecting on the Scandal: Advantages of Wealth
• Setting Up Your Kid for Success (legal and accepted) 
• Using wealth to beat (fix) the system
•M. Levine: “family branding”   (elite college = social status)

Former Tulane President, Scott Cowen:  “We are all complicit…in the scandal."
“Any institution that competes in higher education’s arms race (e.g., 
bragging about selectivity and the rankings; using admission for big 
donations) is guilty of contributing to the current admissions 
culture…a system that is not upholding standards of merit, equal 
opportunity, and social mobility.” 



Duckworth Best Seller, 2016



Three Realities of College Admission
1. Standardized Tests are (still) the Coin of Realm

-- Impact of selective colleges -- rely on the tests; make the 
rules; shape the discussion

-- aimed to level the field with a standard method to assess 
cognitive ability; only “pretty good” at predicting first 
year grades

-- vs. Test-Optional program 
(N = 1100 colleges, including University of Chicago)



Jim Nondorf, VP and Dean of Admissions, U of Chicago
(2018)

“We were sending a message to students…that 
one test basically identifies you. Despite the fact 
that we would say testing is only one piece of 
the application, that’s the first thing a college 
asks you. We wanted to really take a look at all 
our requirements and make sure…that 
everybody, anybody could aspire to a place like 
UChicago…”



2. “Fever” Around Highly Selective Colleges
-- too many students for too few slots
-- most colleges are not selective (Pew Research Center study)

representative sample of 1360 four-year colleges 
--17 colleges  -- slightly more than 1% -- admitted fewer than 10%  
--80% of the colleges admitted more than half of their applicants
--53% admitted two-thirds of more of their applicants

St. John’s University in NY -- 67.7%
Virginia Tech -- 70.1 %
George Mason -- 81.3%

-- ignores excellent colleges outside the “top” 40

3. Rising Mental Health Issues among Youth
-- overwhelmed healthy facilities



No. of Counseling Sessions at Middlebury College, 1995-2018



Stress as a Contributing Factor

Stress from:
• complexities and demands of the admission process itself 
• striving to get admitted to a highly selective college (or prep school)
• parents, peers, schools -- social pressure -- about getting accepted 
• “needing” to perform well on the SAT and/or ACT 
• sense that the “real me” is lost in the admission process (sense of alienation)
• high tuition, incurring unwanted debt, and an unreliable job market
• fear of not “measuring up”



Rise of a “Character Movement”
1. Shared concern about these “realities”

2. Aware that colleges have always looked at character but 
usually in a haphazard or biased way

3.   Growing body of research (Heckman, Duckworth, Kuncel) 
with this conclusion:

“Character attributes are a more powerful predictor of 
success -- long-term -- in school, work and life than 
traditional measures, such as grades and SAT scores.”



TAKE THIS YOUNG WOMAN!
“Eliza lights up the room and, yes, the outdoors. She is one of 
the first females to be a certified leader of the Outdoor 
Leadership Academy. The program entails rigorous physical 
and psychological challenges as well as the imperative of 
leadership. Eliza has displayed exceptional leadership by 
assuming significant responsibility for the morale, 
performance and safety of other students, from 7th to 12th

grades. Eliza has exemplified and taught teamwork, resilience, 
prudent risk-taking, creativity, and brought grit to her role. 
These qualities transfer to how students live their lives.” 



Collective Response: The “Character Collaborative” 

Organizations and educational leaders have joined together to elevate character 
considerations -- non-cognitive attributes/non-academic factors -- in admission.

Membership: Across “silos” of education (60 institutions/130 people) 
Goal: Embed “holistic” admission
Agenda:

1. assess character attributes in a feasible and valid way:
(a) rubrics; (b) assessment instruments; (c) admission “package”

2. reshape decision-making process 
3. create tools for schools and colleges (Practitioner’s Handbook)
4. provide professional development (online and live workshops)
5. Signal the importance of character in admission (and education and life)



Example #1: Bucknell University Assessment Rubric

Behavior/characteristic Definition of the behavior or 
characteristic

Where to look in the 
application

Leadership  

Behavioral evidence of influencing others in the 
context of his or her cultural or socialized 
background.  Has shown evidence over a period 
of time of involvement and advancement within 
formal or informal organization.

Activities, recommendations
and all essays

Determination/Grit/
Passion 

Demonstrates confidence, strength of character, 
determination and independence. The student 
who feels confident of "making it" through school 
is more likely to survive and graduate. 

Recommendations, essay

Goal-setting
Having long range goals will predict success in 
college.  These students are able to respond to 
deferred gratification, plan ahead and set goals 

Essays, recommendations

Resilience/can overcome adversity/                 
adaptable -

Takes an assertive approach to dealing with 
existing wrongs but is not hostile to society. Recommendations 

Self-regulation/realistic self-appraisal  
Presents clear evidence of assessing 
shortcomings in his/her background and has 
taken steps to overcome - could be curricular or 
personal.

Transcript or 
recommendations

Creativity  
The ability to transcend traditional ideas, rules, 
patterns, relationships, or the like, and to create 
meaningful new ideas, forms, methods, etc.

Essay, activities, course 
selection

Sense of how to work within the  system
Understands that some of life is controlled by 
systems based on traits and some is individually 
determined. Evidence of handling well situations 

Recommendations, course 
selection



Example #2: The Character Skills Snapshot

Purpose
Provide a standardized tool to assess character skills that complements 
other pieces of students data, such as standardized scores (SSAT), 
grades, interviews, etc.

What It is
An online survey instrument for applicants to independent schools at 
the middle school and high school levels



Character Skills Snapshot Character Skills Snapshot 





The Iron Law of Admission

What You Ask For is What You Get



An Invitation to Join the 
work of the Collaborative

Website: character-admission.org

Members: schools
colleges
organizations
individuals

Email: davidrholmes24@gmail. com


